
SPL Parts / McCulloch Radiator 

 
Where From: SPL Parts 
Price: $880 Delivered (depending on US exchange rate) 
Product Description: All aluminium radiator with internal heat exchanger.  
Product Review By: ZDUCTIV 
 
Yes this radiator is expensive. Do I think it was money wasted? Hell no. Even 
running the stock thermostat and not the Billion high flow that is recommended 
my coolant temperatures never worry me. Long periods of boost, 40 degree days, 
stand still in traffic AND NO RADIATOR SHROUD and my water temperatures have 
not exceeded 84C. If you are tracking your Z, or want ultimate piece of mind, this 
is the radiator to do it. The embedded oil cooler is just icing on the cake. While I 
have not hooked mine up at this stage, here is a link to a Motec M800 output 
graph of a Z under serious track duty. 

Good Things 

• Heat exchanger has 3/8 NPT inlet/outlet, and can be used for engine oil 
cooling or transmission/differential oil cooling. 

• No pressure loss from pressure bypass type stock oil cooling system. Our 
twin-turbo develops over 100 PSI of oil pressure at 6000+ rpms for 
maximum engine/bearing protection. 

• Coolant capacity is much larger, so coolant acts as a thermal bath to 
stabilize oil temperatures, reducing spikes in oil temperature. 

• Coolant warms up oil faster to ideal operating temperature (~160-
200degF) on cold starts. 

• Internal heat exchanger is safer; Rocks/debris could rupture an external 
oil cooler which can cause catastrophic oil loss. 

• The radiator has 1/8NPT output on the radiator neck for the overflow tank, 
and another port on the other side of the radiator to be used for water 
temp gauge, which makes gauge installation a snap. 

Bad Things 
 
There are a few minor issues. This radiator is LARGE. It's taller and can't be used 
with the stock hood rod brackets, so you may need to make your own to support 
it from the top. I haven't, but the radiator hoses hold it in there very well. Also, it 
has the attachments for the stock radiator shroud, but the radiator is thick 
enough that the shroud is pushed back far enough that the fan makes contact 
with it during operation. It is only on a small piece of the shroud which could be 
cut out, but I plan to make a fibreglass shroud so I run without it, and still don't 
have any issues. 
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